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INLEDNING
Denna rapport är utarbetad av Scandpower A/S på uppdrag av Statens
kärnkraftinspektion (SKI). Rapporten kan betraktas som ett supplement till
Scandpowers förra rapport Waste from Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants,
utgett i april 1990 som SKI Technical Report 90:10.
Liksom den förra rapporten är denna rapport baserad på antagandet att alla tolv
reaktorerna kommer att stängas av senast år 2010 i överensstämmelse med Riksdagens
beslut efter folkomröstningen om kärnkraftens framtid i Sverige. Den senaste
"Partiöverenskommelse om energipolitiken" av 15 januari 1991 tycks emellertid
öppna en viss möjlighet till fördröjning av kärnkraftens avveckling. Detta kommer
emellertid inte att ändra rekommendationerna och konklusionerna i denna rapport.
Rapporten består av två delar:
Del 1 behandlar klassificeringen av avfall som uppstår vid nedläggning och rivning
av kärnkraftverken och jämför detta avfall med det avfall som bildas vid drift av
reaktorerna.
Del 2 behandlar den dokumentation som krävs för rivningsavfallet. Också denna del
av rapporten drar paralleller med den dokumentation som krävs av myndigheterna för
det avfall som uppstår vid driften av kärnkraftverken.
I en viss grad är dessa områden avhängiga av den framtida användningen av
förläggningsplatserna efter reaktoremas avstängning. Optioner för en framtida
användning av platserna diskuteras kortfattat i en bilaga till rapporten.
SAMMANFATTNING
Planering av hantering och deponering av det avfall som uppstår vid nedläggning och
rivning av kärnkraftverk är en viktig fråga. I detta syfte måste kriterier och riktlinjer
etableras för klassificering av avfallet. Dessutom bör mängder och aktivitetsinnehåll
av olika typer avfall uppskattas.
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I den förra Scandpower rapporten om rivningsfall bedömdes den totala mängden avfall
som uppstår vid fullständig rivning och avlägsnande av en modern lättvattenreaktor
med en kapacitet på 800 - 1000 MWe att uppgå till ca 300 000 ton. Mer än hälften
är icke-aktivt
Större delen av det radioaktiva avfallet från nedläggning, d.v.s. kontaminerat stål och
betong, är i stort sett identiskt med avfall som uppstår vid underhåll och ombyggnad
av i drift varande reaktorer. Också det sekundära avfallet från nedläggning, d.v.s.
filter- och jonbytarpulver och kornformig jonbytarmassa som har använts för rening
av dekontaminerings-lösningar och kontaminerat vatten motsvarar avfall som uppstår
under driften av kärnkraftverken.
Unikt för rivningsarbetena är emellertid hanteringen och deponeringen av de relativt
små mängder starkt aktiverade material som förekommer i reaktorernas interna delar.
Dessa komponenter representerar ungefär 99% av aktiviteten i rivningsavfallet.
För de flesta typer av rivningsavfall finns det alltså paralleller i driftsavfallet. Också
avfallsmängder och innehåll av radionuklider är jämförbara, åtminstone om man
bortser från de mest aktiva interna delarna. Även slutförvaret för rivningsavfall
(SFR-3*) planeras bli nästan identiskt med bergsalarna i SFR-1", om de interna
delarna inte tas med.
Klassificeringen av rivningsavfall bör, så långt som möjligt, ha direkt relation till de
deponeringsmetoder som är relevanta i Sverige. Dessa metoder omfattar:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

speciell hantering (CLAB***, SFL****)
slutförvaring i (det planerade) SFR-3
deponering vid nedgrävning inom kontrollerat område
deponering som "normalt" (icke-aktivt) avfall
återanvändning eller recirkulation

En praktisk definition på typer av rivningsavfall är gett i Tabell 1. Denna tabellen ger
också en koncentrerad (och förenklad) överblick av avfallets aktivitetsinnehåll, avsett
typ slutförvar (eller annan disponering), avfallsmängder och deponeringsvolym.

SFR-3: Slutförvar för rivningsavfall (planerad)
SFR-1: Slutförvar för reaktoravfall (i drift)
CLAB: Centralt lager för använt bränsle (i drift)
SFL : Slutförvar för långlivat avfall (planerad)
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Tabell 1:

Typer av rivningsavfall, aktivitetsinnehåll, slutförvaring eller
disponering, avfallsmängder och deponeringsvolym (förenklad
överblick)

Avfallstype

Material och komponenter:

Aktivitet

Deponering/
Disposition

Mängd
ton

Depon. vol
m5

A. Mcdelaktivt aktiverat stål.

Interna delar och delar av
reaktortank.

< 2 TBq/kg

SFL el. SFR-3
(via CLAB)

1 500

3000

B. Lågaktivt aktivera; stål.

Övriga delar av reaktortank och
interna delar.

< 2 GBq/kg
(Co-60)

SFR-3

5 800

7000

C. Medelakliv aktiverad betong.

Delar av biologisk skärm i nivå
med reaktorhärden.

> 20 MBq/kg?

SFR-3

1 200

1 800

D. Lågaktiv aktiverad och kontaminerad betong och sand.

Övriga delar av biologisk
skärm. Betongytor i
kontaminerade områden. Sand
från avgas-filter.

< 0.2 MBq/kg
(Co-60 +
Eu-152)

SFR-3

16 500

22 000

E. Mcdelaktivt kontaminerat
stål.

Komponenter och rör från
primärsystemen.

<0.25 GBq/m2

SFR-3

3 500

5000

F. Lågaktivt kontaminerat stål.

Svagt kontaminerade
komponenter och rör i reaktorbyggnaden.

< 0.1 GBq/m2

SFR-3

34 000

50 000

G. Låg- och medelaktivt kontaminerad plast, textiler, papper,
mineral-ull, metall osv.

I huvudsak svagt kontaminerade materialer t.ex. elkablar,
arbetskläder, isoleringsmaterial, handverktyg och
andra smådelar osv. Enstaka
delar kan vara medelaktiva.

SFR-3

1 000

4 500

H. Låg- och medelaktivt
sekundärt avfall.

Koncentrat, filter-slam, jonbrytarmassa osv. från
dekontaminering.

-lTBq
totalt

SFR-3

5000

7000

I. Mycket lågaktiva trasor osv.

I huvudsak brännbart avfall
med så lågt aktivitetsinnehåll
att avfallet kan deponeras vid
nedgrävning inom kontrollerat
område.

< 0.3 MBq/kg
halveringstid
<5år

Nedgrävning

3 300

11 000

J. Friklassat avfall med mycket
låg aktivitet

Olika typer kontaminerat avfall
med så låg aktivitet att avfallet
kan deponeras på egen
byggtipp eller kommunalt
avfallsupplag.

< 5 kBq/kg

Egen byggtipp
eller kommunalt avfallsupplag.

Icke
estimerad

Icke
estimerad

K. Friklassat gods och material
för återanvändning eller
rccirkulation.

Olika typer komponenter och
material med så låg aktivitet att
de kan friklassas för
obegränsad återanvändning
eller rccirkulation.

< 40 kBq/m2

Återanvändning
el. redrkulation
(ej avfall).

- 1 1 5 000

L. Icke-aktivt avfall.

I huvudsak betongskrot,
omfattar också utrustning och
stålmaterial. Delvis gods från
områden utanför kontrollerad
zon.

Återanvändning
el. redrkulalion
el. som vanligt
avfall.

> 150 000

NB:

P+Y

P+Y
och
< 100 Bq/kg

Bakgrund

Klassificeringen och förslaget till deponering/disposition av avfall med mycket låg aktivitet är preliminärt eftersom kriterier för friklassning
av stora mängder lågaktivt rivningsavfall ännu inte finns.
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Myndigheternas krav för driftsavfall som skall deponeras i SFR-1 är gett i
"Myndigheternas riktlinjer för redovisning och bedömning av avfall avsett för
slutförvaring i SFR-1", utarbetad gemensamt av SKI och SSI*.
Det är, som nämnt, många likheter mellan reaktoravfall och det avfall som uppstår vid
rivning av nedlagda kärnkraftverk, och mellan slutförvaret för reaktoravfall (SFR-1)
och det planerade slutförvaret för rivningsavfall (SFR-3). Det rekommanderas därför
starkt att ovannämnda riktlinjer även bör gälla rivningsavfallet. För de mest aktiverade
materialen (reaktorernas interna delar) bör möjligen speciella krav ställas.
Lågaktivt driftsavfall deponeras för närvarande genom nedgrävning inom vissa av
förläggningsplatserna (Oskarshamn, Forsmark och Ringhals). Denna verksamhet
regleras genom speciella avtal mellan SSI och kärnkraftverken.
De generella och allmänna kriterierna för avfall avsett för nedgrävning inom
kontrollerat område är:
medelaktiviteten i ett normalkolli på ca 1 m3 är begränsat till 300 kBq/kg för
radionuklider med en halveringstid större än 5 år, och ytdosraten på kollin är
begränsad till 0.5 mSv/h.
förvaret skall vara under institutionell kontroll så länge det kan utgöra en risk
ur strålskyddssynspunkt, d.v.s. till år 2050.
Det rekommenderas att driftsperioden för dessa förvar utvidgas för deponering av
rivningsavfall som uppfyller nuvarande kriterier för nedgrävning.
Det existerar ännu ingen allmän internationell överenskommelse om kriterier för
friklassning av radioaktivt material. SSI har gett ut en föreskrift, SSI FS 1989:3, som
fastställer vissa gränsvärden på aktivitetsinnehållet för mindre mängder material från
kontrollerat område avsett för obegränsad användning, deponering på egen byggtripp
eller på komunalt avfallsupplag. Dessa generella gränsvärden är dock satt mycket
låga, särskilt för obegränsad användning. Rivningsavfall kommer därför antagligen
att behandlas från fall till fall av SSI, såsom sker redan nu för t ex återanvändning av
kontaminerat skrot.

SSI: Statens strålskyddsinstitut
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SLUTSATSER
Detfinnsmånga likheter mellan avfall från reaktordrift och det avfall som uppkommer
vid demontering och rivning av nedlagda kärnkraftverk. Det synes därför logiskt att
de kriterier och riktlinjer som i dag gäller reaktoravfallet även skall gälla
rivningsavfall. Detta gäller även med avseende på dokumentation, och det
rekommenderas att kraven för redovisning och dokumentation avrivningsavfallblir
identiska, eller åtminstone liknande, de krav som i dag gäller för reaktor avfall.
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INTRODUCTION
This report is prepared by Scandpower A/S under contract from the Swedish Nuclear
Power Inspectorate (SKI). The report can be considered as a complement to
Scandpower's previous report: Waste from Decommissioning of Nuclear Power
Plants, issued in april 1990 as SKI Technical Report 90:10.
As was the case for the previous report, this report is based on the assumption that all
twelve nuclear power plants will be shut down not later than A.D. 2010, as was
decided by the parliament after the referendum on the future of nuclear power in
Sweden. The recent "Party Agreement on the Energy Policy" of January 15, 1991
does, indeed, leave the door open for an extension of the operational period for the
nuclear reactors. This will, however, not change the recommendations and
conclusions drawn in this report.
The report consists of two parts.
Part 1 discusses classification of waste from decommissioning
comparisons with the waste arising from reactor operation.

and makes

Part 2 discusses the documentation required for decommissioning waste. Also this part
of the report draws parallels with the documentation required by the authorities for the
radioactive waste arising from operation of the nuclear power plants.
To some extent these subjects depend on the future use of the nuclear power plant
sites after decommissioning of the plants. The options for future site use are briefly
discussed in an appendix to the report.
SUMMARY
Planning for handling and disposal of the waste arising from decommissioning of
nuclear facilities is important. For this purpose, cilteria and guidelines for
classification of the waste must be established. In addition, estimates of activity and
quantities of the different types of waste should be established.
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In the previous Scandpower report on decommissioning waste the total quantity of
waste arising from the complete removal of a modern light water reactor with a
capacity of 800 - 1000 MWe was estimated to be about 300 000 tonnes. More than
half of the waste is non-active.
The majority of the radioactive waste from decommissioning, i.e. contaminated steel
and concrete is not different from waste arising from maintenance and modification
of operating reactors. Also the secondary decommissioning waste, i.e. filter and
ionexchange powder and deep bed resin used for clean-up of decontamination
solutions and contaminated water, corresponds to waste produced during plant
operations.
Unique for decommissioning operations are, however, the handling and disposal of the
relatively small quantities of highly activated materials of the reactor internals. These
items represent about 99% of the activity of the waste.
Not only does most of the decommissioning waste find its parallel in waste from
reactor operations, also the volumes and the radionuclide contents are comparable, at
least when the most active reactor internals are excluded. And the repository for decommissioning waste (SFR-3*) will be almost identical to the rock caverns of SFR-1*.
Classification of the decommissioning waste should, as far as possible, have direct
relation to waste disposal methods relevant in Sweden. Presently these comprise
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

special handling (for example CLAB*, SFL*)
deposition in (the planned) SFR-3
deposition by shallow land burial within a controlled area
deposition as "normal" (non-active) waste
reuse or recycling

A practical definition of decommissioning waste types is given in Table 1. This table
also gives a concentrated overview of waste activity, type of repository (or other
deposition), waste quantity, and disposal volume.

* Abbreviations:
SFR-3:
SFR-1:
CLAB:
SFL:

Repository for Decommissioning Waste (planned)
Repository for Reactor Waste (in operation)
Central Storage for Spent Fuel (in operation)
Repository for Long-Lived Waste (planned)
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Table 1:

Types of Decommissioning Waste, Activity, Deposition, Total Waste
Quantity and Disposal Volume.

Waste type

Materials and components:

Activity

Deposition

Quantity
tonnes

Disp. Vol
m'

A. Medium level activated steel

Reactor vessel internals and
parts of reactor vessels

< 2 TBq/kg

SFL or SFR-3
(via CLAB)

1500

3000

B. Low level activated steel

Residual parts of reactor vessel
and reactor vessel internals.

< 2 GBq/kg
(Co-60)

SFR-3

5 8CO

7000

C. Medium level activated concrete

Parts of biological shield at
core level.

> 20 MBq/kg?

SFR-3

1200

1 800

D. Low level activated and
contaminated concrete and sand

Residual parts of biological
shield and concrete surfaces in
contaminated areas. Sand from
off-gas filter.

< 0.2 MBq/kg
(Co-60 +
Eu-152)

SFR-3

16 500

22 000

E. Medium level contaminated steel

Components and piping of
primary circuits.

<0.25 GBq/m:

SFR-3

3^00

5000

F. Low level contaminated steel

Slightly contaminated
components and piping in the
reactor building.

< 0.1 GBq/m2

SFR-3

34 000

50 000

G. Low and medium level contaminated plastics, textiles, paper,
mineral wool, metals etc.

Mainly slightly contaminated
materials such as electrical
cables, clothes, insulation
materials, small tools and other
small pieces etc. Some items
may be of medium activity.

SFR-3

1000

4 500

H. Low and medium level secondary
waste

Concentrates, filter sludge, ionexchange resins etc. from
decontamination operation.

-lTBq
totally

SFR-3

5000

7000

I. Very low level trash

Essentially burnable waste with
an activity permitting disposal
by shallow ground burial in a
controlled area.

< 0.3 MBo/Kg
hilflife < 5 y

3 300

11000

J. Declassified waste of very low
activity

Miscellaneous contaminated
waste with an activity low
enough to permit disposal at a
municipal or private waste
dump.

<5kBq/kg

Private or
municipal
waste dump

not
estimated

not
estimated

K. Declassified items and materials
for recirculation

Miscellaneous equipment and
material with so low activity
that it can be declassified for
unrestricted reuse or
recirculation.

< 40 kBq/m2
P+7
and
< 100 Bq/kg

Recirculated
(not waste)

- 1 1 5 000

L. Non-active waste

Most is concrete rubble,
includes also equipment and
steel material. To some extent
originating from outside
controlled areas.

Background

Recirculated
or dumped
as non-active
waste

> 150 000

Note:

P+Y

Shallow
ground
burial

Classification and deposition mode for very low level waste are preliminary as criteria for declassification of large volumes of low level
decommissioning waste have not been developed.
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Waste from reactor operation to be deposited in SFR-1 is regulated through
"Guidelines of the Authorities for Documentation and Evaluation of Waste Intended
for Disposal in SFR-1", issued jointly by SKI and SSI*.
There are many similarities between the waste from reactor operation and the waste
arising from removal of a decommissioned nuclear power plant, and between the
present repository for reactor waste (SFR-1) and the planned repository for
decommissioning waste (SFR-3). It is therefore strongly recommended that the validity
of this regulation should be extended to cover also decommissioning waste. The most
activated material (reactor internals) may require special regulation.
Low level waste is presently disposed of by shallow ground burial at some of the
reactor sites. Such disposal is regulated through special agreement between SSI and
the individual power plants.
The general criteria for waste disposed of by shallow ground burial (within controlled
area) are:
The average activity of a waste package is limited to 300 kBq/kg
of radionuclides with a halflife longer than 5 years, and the
surface dose rate of a waste package shall not exceed 0.5 mSv/h.
The repository shall be under institutional control as long as it
represents a radiation risk, i.e. until year 2050.
It is recommended that the functional period of these on-site repositories be extended
for deposition of decommissioning waste fulfilling the present criteria for shallow
ground burial.
There is, so far, no general international agreement on criteria for declassification of
radioactive materials. SSI (the Swedish Radiation Protection Institute) has issued a
regulation, SSI FS 1989:3. For smaller amounts of materials from controlled areas to
be either declassified for unlimited use or deposited in a private or municipal waste
dump, this regulation specifies certain limits on specific activity. However, these
limits are set very low, especially for unlimited use. Therefore, decommissioning
waste will probably have to be considered on a case by case basis, as is already now
the practice for recirculation of contaminated scrap.

SSI: The Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
SCANDPOWER A/S
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CONCLUSION
There are many similarities between the waste from reactor operations and the waste
arising from dismantling and removal of decommissioned nuclear power plants.
Hence it seems natural to apply the same criteria and recommendations to decommissioning waste as those presently applicable to reactor waste. This is certainly
true also with respect to documentation, and it is strongly recommended that the
documentation requirements on decommissioning waste are made identical, or at least
similar, to the documentation requirements for reactor waste in force today.
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1.

WASTE CLASSIFICATION

1.1

General

1

Planning for handling and disposal of the waste arising from decommissioning of
nuclear facilities is important. For this purpose, criteria and guidelines for
classification of the waste must be established. In addition, estimates of activity and
quantities of the different types of waste should be established.
In the previous Scandpower report on decommissioning waste, III, the total quantity
of waste arising from the complete removal of a modern light water reactor with a
capacity of 800 - 1000 MWe was estimated to be about 300 000 tonnes. Of this
more than 50% is non-active* steel and concrete, about 40% is low active material
that might be considered for declassification, if necessary after decontamination. The
radioactive waste to be placed in a SFR-type repository is estimated to be less than
10 000 tonnes.
The non-active waste consists primarily of steel and concrete rubble. This waste is not
different from the waste originating from removal of "normal" civil structures and
process equipment and can be handled as conventional waste material, i.e. some
equipment can be reused, steel and other metal can be recirculated, concrete rubble
and other building material can be used as filling material or for covering and landscaping of the plant site after removal of buildings and structures. Or the material can
be deposited on a private or municipal dump.
The radioactive waste should be divided into different types of waste. This
classification should, as far as possible, have direct relation to waste disposal methods
relevant in Sweden. Presently these comprise
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

special handling (for example CLAB", or planned SFL")
deposition in (the planned) SFR-3"
deposition by shallow ground burial within a controlled area
deposition as "normal" (non-active) waste
reuse or recycling

" i.e. containing only natural activity
" CLAB : Central storage of spent fuel (in operation)
SFL : Repository for longlived waste (planned)
SFR-3: Repository for decommissioning waste (planned)
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Comparison of Wastes from Operation and Decommissioning
The repository, SFR-1, for radioactive waste from operation of the 12 nuclear power
reactors, from CLAB, from the research institute at Studsvik, plus minor amounts from
other sources is already in operation. Criteria for waste to be deposited in SFR-1 as
well as procedures for approval of such waste, were established in 1987,121. These
guidelines have now been revised and updated in accordance with the experience
gained from their use during the last three years, /3/.
As a first step in the process of developing criteria for handling and disposal of the
decommissioning waste, it is therefore tempting to make some comparisons between
the decommissioning waste and the waste produced during reactor operations.
Volume:
The total disposal volume of waste from reactor operations (plus minor quantities from
other sources) is estimated to be about 90 000 m3,141. Of this waste = 65 000 m3 is
classified as medium level waste and = 25 000 m3 as low active. Most of this waste
will be emplaced in SFR-1, though a minor portion of the low active waste can
probably be disposed of by shallow ground burial at the plants.
The total disposal volume of the decommissioning waste is estimated to be about
100 000 m3. Of this volume, = 12 000 m3 is classified as medium level and » 88 000
m3 as low level waste.
The volumes of radioactive decommissioning waste and reactor operation waste are
thus approximately equal (= 100 000 m3).

Activity:
The total activity of the reactor operation waste is estimated to be less than MO4 TBq
in year 2010, 141.
We have found no estimate of the total activity in the decommissioning waste from
the Swedish reactors, but based on the data compiled in the previous Scandpower
report, III, a rough estimate would give about 106 TBq. Of this activity, however, the
vast majority, or about 99%, is concentrated in the structure of a few components, in
particular the reactor internals located in the vicinity of the core, to a minor extent in
other internals, parts of the reactor pressure vessel, and parts of the biological shield
SCANDPOWER A/S
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at core level. These parts also contain a significant fraction of. the surface
contamination in the plant, though this activity is minute compared with the induced
activity.
The total activity in the remaining decommissioning waste, found mainly as surface
contamination of systems and structures, is estimated to be about MO4 TBq, assuming
reactor shut down in 2010 and 5 years decay after the shutdown, 151.
This means that apart from the highly activated reactor internals, the total activity of
the decommissioning waste is not very different from that of the waste from reactor
operations (= 104 TBq).
Radionuclides:
The most significant radionuclide for handling of the waste is for almost all waste
items the strong y-enritter Co-60. There is, however, a significant difference in the
radionuclide composition between the waste from operation and the waste from
decommissioning.
For reactor operation waste it has been estimated that about half of the activity stems
from fission products (primarily Cs-137 and Sr-90), the other half from activation
products, and less than 0.5% from actinides, /4/. This ratio is, however, based on
a somewhat uncertain assumption of the extent of fuel defects (and corresponding
leakage) during the remaining lifetime of the plants. The Swedish experience with
nuclear fuel canning integrity has in recent years been very favourable. If this
tendency continues, the contribution from fission products to reactor waste activity is
clearly overestimated.
The decommissioning waste activity is totally dominated by activation products, and
it was estimated that less than 10% of the activity would be due to fission
products.
Also in this case, the contribution from fission products may be
overestimated.
Types of waste:
The majority of the radioactive waste from decommissioning, i.e. contaminated steel
and concrete, is no different from waste arising from maintenance and modification
of operating reactors. Also the secondary decommissioning waste, i.e. filter and
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ionexchange powder and deep bed resin used for clean-up of decontamination
solutions and contaminated water, corresponds to waste produced during plant
operations.
Unique for decommissioning operations are, however, the handling and disposal of the
relatively small quantities of highly activated materials of the reactor internals. Still,
certain highly active components inside reactor pressure vessels have been replaced,
also in Swedish reactors, though such replacement is certainly no routine maintenance
work.
Evaluation:
As is seen from this rough comparison, most of the decommissioning waste finds its
parallel in waste from reactor operations. Also the volumes and the radionuclide
contents are comparable, at least when the most active reactor internals are excluded.
In addition, the transport system for the decommissioning waste is identical with that
presently in use to transport the reactor waste from the nuclear power plants to the
repository at Forsmark (SFR-1). And even the repository for decommissioning waste
(SFR-3) will be almost identical to the rock caverns of SFR-1.
Hence, there seems to be no reasons why decommissioning waste should be treated
- and regulated - in a manner differing from the way the waste from reactor operation
is handled.

1.3

Definition of Waste Types
A number of factors may be used to characterize the waste, for instance:
1.

Origin:
primary waste, i.e. activated and contaminated components and
structures
secondary waste, i.e. waste arising from decontamination and
dismantling (filter/ionexchange resin, plastic, clothes, small tools etc.)

2.

Activity source:
activated material
contaminated materials (note: most activated components are also
contaminated)
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Activity and radionuclide contents
4.

Surface dose rate

5.

Material, chemical composition

No single one of these factors is, however, sufficient for classification of the waste,
and a combination of two or more is, in most cases, necessary. A more practical
definition of decommissioning waste types could be this:
Waste type:

Materials and components:

Medium level activated steel

Reactor vessel internals and parts of
reactor vessel.

B.

Low level activated steel

Residual parts of reactor vessel and
reactor vessel internals.

C.

Medium level activated concrete

Parts of biological shield at core level.

D.

Low level activated and contaminated concrete and sand.

Residual parts of biological shield and
concrete surface in contaminated areas.
Sand from off-gas filter.

Medium level contaminated steel.

Components and piping of primary
circuits.

Low level contaminated steel

Slightly contaminated components and
piping in the reactor building and some
auxiliary systems.

Low and medium level
contaminated plastics, textiles, paper, mineral wool,
copper, small tools, etc.

Mainly slightly contaminated materials
such as cables, insulation materials,
clothes, small metal pieces etc. Some
items may be of medium activity.

Low and medium level secondary
waste

Concentrates, filter sludge, ionexchange
resins etc. from
decontamination
operations.

H.
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All these waste types are in principle earmarked for disposal in the SFR - except,
probably, a few of the reactor internals that may be too active for handling in SFR and
hence will be temporarily stored in CLAB for later disposal either in SFR or in the
future repository for longlived waste, SFL.
In addition to the waste types listed above, some low level contaminated waste (of any
type) may contain so little activity that it can be disposed of by shallow ground burial
in a controlled area within the plant site, declassified for disposal on a private or
municipal waste dump, or declassified for reuse or recirculation. (Criteria for these
types are discussed in the following section.)
It may therefore be practical to add the following three types of waste:
Waste type:

Materials and components:

I.

Very low level trash

Essentially burnable waste with an activity
permitting disposal by shallow ground burial in
a controlled area.

J.

Declassified waste of very
low activity

Miscellaneous contaminated waste with an
activity low enough to permit disposal at a
municipal or private waste dump.

K.

Declassified items and
materials for recirculation

Miscellaneous equipment and material with
so low activity that it can be declassified for
unrestricted reuse or circulation.

Finally, to these waste types should be added:
L.

1.4

Non-active waste, most of which is concrete rubble, but which
also emphasize equipment and steel material, to some extent
originating from outside the controlled areas.

Criteria for Declassification
Declassification and release of low activity materials for unrestricted use or disposal
requires the setting of precise and accurate limit values. Such limits must further be
compatible with available measurement technology and techniques.
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There are three main types of limit values:
dose or dose rate limits
intake limits
activity limits
The first two require a fairly detailed analysis of the nuclide contents, knowledge (or
at least assumption) of the further fate of the material and its future use, release rates,
transport of the radionuclides etc. In other words, these types of limit values are not
very practical for general application.
The last type, activity limits, is based on general (and conservative) dose calculation.
Activity limit values are expressed in surface area activity (Bq/m2) and specific
activity (Bq/kg), if necessary supplemented with a limit value for absolute or total
activity. Appropriate measuring instruments and procedures make it generally easy
to work with these limits, although activity measurement of large inhomogeneous
volumes of material with low activity is certainly no easy and uncomplicated task.
There is, so far, no general international agreement or consensus on criteria for
declassification of radioactive materials, but several national criteria do exist,
fortunately also in Sweden. The Swedish Radiation Protection Institute (SRPI, or SSI
in Swedish) has issued a regulation, SSI FS 1989:3 (see Attachment A) specifying
the following limits for declassification for unlimited use of materials from controlled
area:
Surface contamination: 40 kBq/m2 (3 + y (higher value for small areas
(< 0.001 m2), or 4 kBq/m2 a.
specific activity: 100 Bq/kg.
For materials from controlled areas to be deposited in a private or municipal waste
dump, this regulation specifies the following limits:
specific activity: 5 kBq/kg (3+y, or 0.5 kBq/kg a.
total activity in material from one site removed for such disposal shall not
exceed 1 GBq/y.
The regulation also stipulates that large quantities of metal should be taken care of and
recirculated rather than disposed of as waste. At first glance, the very low limits for
declassification for unlimited use of materials from controlled area seems rather
SCANDPOWER A/S
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prohibitive for a large scale recirculation or reuse. However, declassification of larger
amounts of materials for such purpose is regulated by SSI on a case by case basis, and
more generous limits may be applied when the actual fate of the materials is better
known.
It should also be noted that declassification is not possible according to the Swedish
Nuclear Activities Act (1984:3). However, such a possibility is foreseen in the proposal for a new Act (SOU 1991:5).

1.5

Criteria for Shallow Ground Burial
Low level waste from reactor operation is presently deposited by shallow ground
burial at the nuclear power plants at Oskarshamn, Forsmark, and Ringhals.
Typical for these burial grounds is the one at Svalören at Forsmark, /10/, /III.
The waste considered for shallow ground burial consists essentially of burnable
material such as paper, plastics, textiles and wood, plus some non-burnable (metal
scrap, insulation materials, electrical cables, rubber, etc.).
The "soft" waste is compressed and packed in plastic, forming waste packages of
approx. 1 m3 with a typical weight of = 300 kg. The "hard" waste is packed in steel
drums or boxes or in standard containers. The total disposal volume for this type of
waste is estimate'i to be = 400 m3/y, corresponding to about 120 t/y.
The more important criteria for the shallow ground repository are summarized in the
following.
The total activity in a shallow ground repository is in the nuclear activities act,
/6/, limited to 10 TBq p+y. The oc-activity shall not exceed 0.1% of the total
activity. In this particular case (Svalören), the total activity in the disposed
waste shall not, at any time, exceed 100 GBq, /10/, / l l / .
The average activity of a waste package (1 m3) is limited to 300 kBq/kg of
radionuclides with a halflife longer than 5 years.
The surface dose rate of a waste package shall not exceed 0.5 mSv/h.
The repository shall be under institutional control as long as it represents a
radiation risk, i.e. until year 2050.
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The three shallow ground repositories mentioned above are, so far, designated for low
level waste from reactor operations. The last disposal in these repositories is hence
foreseen to take place in 2010. Assuming favourable experience with these burial
grounds there should hardly be any reason why decommissioning waste fulfilling these
criteria could not be disposed of at the site in the same way.

1.6

Alternative On-Site Disposal
The present plans for decommissioning assume that buildings and structures are
removed to 1 m below ground level, and that inactive concrete rubble and other
masonry are used to cover the subterranean structures and for landscaping of the site.
Some of the building structures reach very deep below ground level: Ringhals-2, -3
and -4 reactor buildings 10 m, Ringhals-1 reactor building 20 m, and Oskarshamn-1
and -2 reactor buildings 18 m below ground level.
To which extent the subterranean building structures actually will be left in the ground
depends, of course, on the future use of the site (see the Appendix to this report). The
possible use of these structures (if left in the ground) will also, to some extent, depend
on the future use of the sites, which, of course, may not be the same for all four sites.
It has been suggested, 111, that these structures should be used for disposal of some
of the radioactive waste from the decommissioning. A study has even been conducted
on the technical feasibility of disposing the reactor pressure vessels in or below the
lower part of the reactor buildings, /8/. However, no analysis of the consequences has
been made. Although such disposal may be safe from a radiological point of view,
and even result in lower total doses than the most likely alternative: cutting the vessel
in pieces, the high activity level of the reactor vessel will require a very long period
of institutional control of the site.
The most activated part of the biological shield after 100 years decay may still have
an activity of about 3000 kBq/kg, with H-3, Ca-41, Ar-39 and Eu-152 as the
dominating radionuclides, 191, and the SFR is obviously a better and more acceptable
place for disposal of this waste.
Still, these underground structures seem to form very suitable disposal volumes for
waste with a low contents of long-lived radionuclides. Contaminated and slightly
activated concrete rubble is a waste-type for which such disposal could be considered.
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Other types of low level waste may, of course, be considered for disposal in the
subterranean structures.
One advantage of onsite disposal is less handling and transportation of radioactive
material, and hence lower doses to the personnel working with removal of the plant
and disposal of the decommissioning waste. This advantage must, of course, be
weighed against the consequences of leaving the waste on the site.

1.7

Rock Cavern Repositories
A rock cavern repository for decommissioning waste, SFR-3, is planned at Forsmark
as an extension of the existing repository for radioactive waste from reactor
operations, SFR-1. No detailed plans have been presented yet, but the caverns are
supposed to be very similar to those presently in operation as parts of the SFR-1.
The reactor waste to be deposited in SFR-1 emphasizes low and medium level
ionexchange resin solidified with cement or bitumen into steel drums, steel or concrete
moulds (low active resins from Oskarshamn and Barsebäck are dewatered and packed
directly in concrete boxes). Also discarded components, scrap metal and trash are
packed into steel drums, concrete moulds or containers for disposal in SFR-1.
Totally about 30 different types of waste packages have so far been identified, each
one characterized by a certain combination of waste material, activity, solidification
medium (if applicable), and ''containment".
The vast majority of the decommissioning waste will be handled in the same manner,
i.e.:
A,B

Scrap metal of medium activity requiring shielding is shipped in radiation
shielded transport containers and emplaced in specially designated areas.

E,F

Scrap metal of lower activity is placed direcdy in transport containers that are
deposited in the SFR.

B,E,F Large pieces of equipment of low activity that will not fit into any of the
containers will, according to the present plans, be shipped and disposed of as
whole items without container.
C,D

Concrete and sand (from the BWR off-gas filters) are placed directly in
suitable transport containers with or without shielding, as required.
SCANDPOWER A/S
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G

Filters, trash etc. are compacted as during operation.

H

Process waste is treated in the same manner as during operation.

For all these types of waste, the same criteria should apply as for the reactor waste
being deposited in SFR-1.
There are, as mentioned earlier, some items requiring special attention: the highly
activated reactor internals and parts of the reactor pressure vessel.
It is, so far, assumed that these components will be cut in sections and shipped to the
repository in core component transport containers or other suitable shielded transport
containers. SKB claims that these highly active components can be safely deposited
in SFR-3. However, handling of the most active parts (in particular the core shroud
(moderator tank) and the core grid) in SFR may require special equipment and
arrangements in order to protect the personnel. A temporary storage of these parts in
CLAB and later deposition in the repository for long-lived waste, SFL, is a likely
solution of these problems.
Another solution under consideration is final disposal of an intact reactor vessel. An
intact reactor vessel could then serve as a very efficient coffin for the internals.
If the reactor vessel and the internals are going to be deposited in SFR, still the
general acceptance criteria for SFR-1 should apply. Special attention should be paid
to the heat generation in these parts. Another problem caused by the strong
y-radiation could be radiolysis.
It should also be born in mind, that cutting to pieces of these very active components
may cause rather high radiation doses to the personnel. Handling and disposal of
these parts as whole items could significantly reduce the occupational doses.
1.8

Quantities of Waste
Estimates of decommissioning waste quantities are given in the previous Scandpower
report, III. In this section we will further evaluate the distribution of the quantities
on the different waste types. For this evaluation, more emphasis is put on the SKBdocumentation than on other sources. Estimates of the disposal volumes are given
in section 1.9.
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1.8.1

Medium Level Activated Steel (type A)
Medium level activated steel is so radioactive that it needs to be transported in a core
component cask.
For BWRs, approximately 2/3 of the reactor internals, or = 80 - 90 tonnes per reactor
are classified as medium level material. The Co-60 activity could be up to about 500
GBq/kg (core grid). The reactor pressure vessel is believed to fall below this class.
For PWRs, essentially all the internals, approximately 120 tonnes per reactor, are
classified as medium level with a Co-60 activity up to about 2 000 GBq/kg (core
shroud). About 10% of the reactor pressure vessel, or about 20 tonnes per reactor, are
also expected to be classified as medium ievel.
For the 9 BWRs and 3 PWRs the total quantity of medium level activated steel will
then amount to approximately 1 500 tonnes.

1.8.2

Low Level Activated Steel (type B)
Low level activated steel comprises the residual parts of the reactor pressure vessel
and the internals.
For BWRs this means approximately 1/3 of the internals, or = 45 tonnes per reactor,
with Co-60 activities up to about 0.1 GBq/kg. The whole reactor pressure vessel,
about 530 tonnes per reactor, also falls in this group with a Co-60 activity in the
stainless steel cladding up to about 500 GBq/kg, while Co-60 activity in the carbon
steel is about 0.01 GBq/kg in the belt around the core.
For PWRs the corresponding figures are approximately 90% of the reactor pressure
vessel, or about 190 tonnes per reactor, with a Co-60 activity of the stainless steel
cladding up to ~ 2 GBq/kg, while the Co-60 activity of the carbon steel is = 0.04
GBq/kg.
For all 12 reactors, the total quantity of this type of waste amounts to approximately
5 800 tonnes.

1.8.3 Medium Level Activated Concrete (type C)
The estimates of induced activity in the biological shield varies between 4-102 and
2-105 GBq (/l/, table 5.26) with Co-60 and Eu-152 as the dominating y-sources. The
wide vaiiations in activity estimates cause differing opinions of whether the bioshield
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should be considered as medium or low level material. In this report, we have chosen
the conservative approach and assume that the inner part of the shield at core level is
characterized as medium level.
For both BWR and PWR, we estimate the quantity of medium level activated concrete
to be about 100 tonnes per reactor with a Co-60 activity (incl. rebars) of =0.01 - 0.02
GBq/kg and an Eu-152 activity = 0.005 - 0.01 GBq/kg, III.
For 12 reactors this amounts to about 1 200 tonnes.
1.8.4

Low Level Activated and Contaminated Concrete and Sand (type D)
This type of waste comprises the residual parts of the biological shield with an activity
(Co-60 + Eu-152) generally below 200 kBq/kg, and contaminated concrete from
miscellaneous parts of the plant, primarily in the reactor building and radwaste
building with a varying, but generally quite low activity.
The residual parts of the bioshield is estimated to between 200 and 250 tonnes per
reactor, or totally = 2 500 tonnes.
The amount of contaminated concrete is more difficult to estimate, but a reasonable
estimate seems to be = 700 tonnes per reactor, or totally = 8 500 tonnes.
This gives a total quantity of low active concrete from all 12 reactors of about 11 000
tonnes
To this quantity should be added sand from the off-gas filters. SKB has estimated the
quantity of contaminated sand from the 9 BWRs to be 5 500 tonnes, 111.

1.8.5

Medium Level Contaminated Steel (type E)
The most contaminated surfaces are those of the reactor internals and the reactor
pressure vessel. The activity of these components are, however, totally dominated by
the induced activity, and they are classified accordingly as "medium level activated
steel".
Of the contaminated steel surfaces outside the reactor only a small fraction is expected
to be classified as medium level with a surface activity up to = 0.25 GBq/m2.
For BWRs, about 100 tonnes, essentially piping, per reactor are expected to be of
medium level, needing shielded transport containers (ATB).
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For PWRs, about 900 tonnes per reactor are expected to be of medium level.. This
quantity comprises piping and equipment, including about ~ 300 tonnes of steam
generator parts.
For all 12 reactors, the total quantity of medium level contaminated steel is thus
expected to be = 3 500 tonnes.
1.8.6

Low Level Contaminated Steel (type F)
The low level contaminated steel roughly comprises the residual parts of systems in
contact with the primary cooling medium or other contaminated fluid. The activity
is below 0.1 GBq/m2, and these parts can be transported in standard ISO containers.
Some large components such as tanks and heat exchangers will be transported and
disposed of as whole items without container.
A significant fraction of this material will be within the limits where it may be
economic to decontaminate to an activity level permitting declassification for recycle
or for a simpler (and cheaper) way of disposal. Such evaluations are difficult to
make at this early stage. But clearly such decision will influence the quantity of
material classified for disposal in the SFR.
It should also be noticed, that the SKB-estimates of low level waste quantities were
based on a limit of 300 Bq/kg for declassification for unrestricted use. A lower limit,
100 Bq/kg, for such use is given in the SSI regulation FS 1989:3. If the lower value
is applied to decommissioning waste, this could result in higher estimates of the
quantity of low level contaminated steel or in increased decontamination efforts, which
again might lead to an increased amount of secondary waste. However, this regulation
does not necessarily apply to decommissioning waste, and other activity limits may
be permitted by SSI on a case by case basis.
Shallow ground disposal has been established as a routine at three of the four nuclear
power plant sites. Also the option of disposal of very low level waste at other waste
dumps has been opened through recent SSI regulations, /10/.
When the following estimates are evaluated, above considerations should be born in
mind.
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For each BWR, a quantity of = 2 400 tonnes of pipes, valves and small components
packed in ISO-containers is estimated. To this should be added = 700 - 800 tonnes
of large components, transported and emplaced in SFR as whole items, and without
containers.
For each PWR, = 600 tonnes of pipes, valves and small components packed in
ISO-containers are estimated. To this should be added = 900 tonnes of large
components, shipped and disposed of without container.
For all 12 reactors, the total quantity of low level contaminated steel is thus expected
to be » 34 000 tonnes.
1.8.7

Low and Medium Level Contaminated Plastic, Textiles, Paper, Mineral, Wool,
Copper, small Tools, etc. (type G)
This waste comprises a vast variety of materials such as insulation, electrical cables,
miscellaneous plastics and textiles, small pieces of metal scrap and small tools etc.
Some of these materials are degradable, others are hard and resistant, and some items
even include both types of materials. A sorting of this waste in degradeable and more
durable materials is therefore difficult and impractical.
The majority of these materials are of so low activity that they can be considered for
shallow ground burial. Some items may, however, be of medium activity.
The main item in this group is insulation material which amounts to 150 - 200 tonnes
per reactor. Of this amount, only = 60 tonnes per reactor is considered radioactive.
Adding 25% for other materials, we arrive at an estimate of = 1 000 tonnes of this
type of waste.

1.8.8

Low and Medium Level Secondary Waste (type H)
The secondary waste comprises ion exchange resin, filter sludge, concentrates etc.
from decontamination operations.
SKB has estimated the quantity of this waste to = 300 tonnes per reactor, ill. As
mentioned above, the limit for declassification has lately been lowered, and at the
same time, SSI has stipulated that large quantities of metal should be taken care of
and recirculated rather than disposed of as waste. Both requirement could cause an
intensification of the decontamination efforts, which again will tend to increase the
quantity of secondary waste. We will thus assume a total quantity of secondary waste
from all 12 reactors of = 5 000 tonnes.
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1.8.9 Very Low Level Trash (type I)
Trash with a slight contamination will be produced during the decommissioning period
in the same manner as during power production. As a rough estimate we assume that
this type of waste will be produced at a rate similar to that estimated for the
operational period of the Forsmark plant, i.e. 400 m3/y or = 120 t/y. Assuming a
decommissioning period of 6 - 8 years, this would result in totally = 11 000 m3 or
~ 3 300 tonnes from all 12 reactors. We assume that the present practice of disposing
this waste by shallow ground burial can be continued through the decommissioning
period. Assuming a maximum permissible activity contents of 300 kBq/kg (as today)
and no decay, the total activity of this waste will be ~ 1 TBq.
1.8.10 Declassified Waste of Very Low Activity (type J)
The majority of this waste comprises concrete rubble and steel scrap material.
Miscellaneous trash, burnable as well as metal scrap may also be included. The
activity of this waste fulfils the declassification limits introduced by SSI in 1989 (see
section 1.4 and Attachment A), hence this waste can most likely be deposited on a
municipal or private waste dump.
No particular estimate has been made of the quantity of this type of waste. The
volume is believed to be insignificant as it may generally be too costly to monitor and
separate this waste from other waste classified for shallow ground burial at the plant
sites.
1.8.11 Declassified Waste for Recirculation (type K)
This waste comprises equipment and materials that could be declassified for reuse or
recycling in accordance with the criteria set forward in SSI FS 1989:3 (Attachment
A). We have not found any specific estimate of the quantity of this type of waste,
and assume that this waste may be included in the estimate of non-active material.
1.8.12 Non-active Material (type L)
The following estimates of non-active waste material are given by SKB, 111:
Material
Steel
Insulation
Cables and trays
Sand

BWR (Rl)
5 600
90
280
3 150

tonnes
tonnes
tonnes
tonnes

PWR (R2)
7 700 tonnes
150 tonnes
250 tonnes
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For all 12 reactors, the total quantity of non-active material, excl. concrete, is
estimated to = 115 000 tonnes. A large portion of this waste comprises items and
equipment that can be reused as they are, and metals that can be melted and
recirculated.
The total quantity of non-active concrete (above ground) is estimated to 850 000 m3,
/8/.
These figures agree fairly well with the estimates from other sources identified and
studied by Scandpower during the first phase of this project, III.
Some of this waste may be reused or recirculated. The concrete rubble could be used
as filling material for construction work.

1.9

Summation of Waste Types
This section summarises for each waste type its characteristics, expected activity,
quantity, packaging, designated repository, disposal volume, and regulatory particulars.
Use of the subterranean parts of the reactor buildings as repositories for certain types
of low level waste as discussed in section 1.6 has not been approved, hence such
on-site disposal has not been considered in the following.

1.9.1

Medium Level Activated Steel (type A)
Materials and components: Some of the reactor internals and parts of the PWR
reactor pressure vessel.
Activity:

Co-60 activity up to = 2 000 GBq/kg.

Quantity:

= 1 500 tonnes.

Packaging:

Transported in core component casks (BTB). Disposed
of without container.

Repository:

SFR-3. Emplaced in concrete pits, grouted with cement
if required. The most active parts may be stored in
CLAB for later disposal in SFL or SFR.
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Disposal volume:

Uncertain. Depends on how these components will be
cut up. Rough estimate = 3 000 m3. Disposal of
complete reactor pressure vessels is still under
consideration.

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period. The most active parts,
e.g. core shroud and core grid, need special attention
due to very high Co-60 contents.

Low Level Activated Steel (type B)
Materials and components: The BWR reactor pressure vessels and the residual parts
of the PWR reactor pressure vessel. Residual parts of
reactor internals.
Activity:

Co-60 activity in the stainless steel cladding up to
2 GBq/kg, in carbon steel up to 0.04 GBq/kg.

Quantity:

= 5 800 tonnes.

Packaging:

Transported in shielded containers (ATB). Removed
from containers when arrived at repository.

Repository:

SFR-3. Emplaced in concrete pits, grouted with cement
if required.

Disposal volume:

= 7 000 m3.

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period.

1.9.3 Medium Level Activated Concrete (type C)
Materials and components: Concrete and reinforcement steel bars of the inner part
s of the biological shield at core level.
Activity:

Very uncertain. Co-60 activity (incl. rebars) may
exceed 0.02 GBq/kg. Maybe up to 105 GBq totally.

Quantity:

= 1 200 tonnes.
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Packaging:

Transported and emplaced in repository in standard
15 m3 ISO containers. May need shielding during
transportation.

Repository:

SFR-3.

Disposal volume:

= 1 800 m3

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period. Contents of radionuclides
dependent on composition of concrete, which may vary
considerably. Special attention should be focused on
actual nuclide inventory.

Low Level Activated and Contaminated Concrete and Sand (type D)
Materials and components: Concrete and rebars of the residual parts of the
biological shield; concrete surfaces in contaminated
areas. Sand from off-gas filters.
Activity:

Generally below 200 kBq/kg (Co-60 + Eu-152).

Quantity:

= 11 000 tonnes of concrete, = 5 500 tonnes of sand.

Packaging:

Transported and emplaced in repository in standard
15 m3 ISO-containers.

Repository:

SFR-3

Disposal volume:

Concrete: « 16 500 m3. Sand: = 5 500 m3. Totally
22 000 m3.

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period. Contents of radionuclides
dependent on composition of concrete, which may vary
considerably. Special attention should be focused on
actual nuclide inventory.
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1.9.5 Medium Level Contaminated Steel (type E)
Materials and components: Components and piping of primary systems.
Activity:

Surface activity up to = 0.25 GBq/m\

Quantity:

= 3 500 tonnes.

Packaging:

Transported in shielded containers (ATB). Removed
from containers when arrived at repository.

Repository:

SFR-3

Disposal volume:

= 4 000 m3

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period.

1.9.6 Low Level Contaminated Steel (type F)
Materials and components: Slightly contaminated components and piping in the
reactor building and some auxiliary systems in other
buildings.
Activity:

Up to = 0.1 GBq/m2.

Quantity:

= 34 000 tonnes.

Packaging:

Transported and emplaced in standard 15 and 30 m3
ISO-containers. Large components transported and
emplaced as whole items without container.

Repository:

SFR-3.

Disposal volume:

ISO-containers:
Large components:

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period.

» 40 000 - 50 000 m3;
= 7 000 m3.
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Low and Medium Level Contaminated Plastics, Textiles, Paper, Mineral Wool,
Copper, small Tools etc. (type G)
Materials and components: Slightly contaminated material such as insulation
materials, cables, clothes, small tools, small scrap metal
pieces etc.
Activity:

Varying, but generally quite low.

Quantity:

= 1 000 tonnes.

Packaging:

Transported and emplaced in repository in standard
15 and 30 m3 ISO-containers.

Repository:

SFR-3.

Disposal volume:

= 4 500 m3

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period.

Low and Medium Level Secondary Waste (type H)
Materials and components: Concentrates, filter sludges, ion exchanger powder and
deep bed resin etc. from decontamination and clean-up
operations.
Activity:

= 1 TBq totally.

Quantity:

= 5 000 tonnes.

Packaging:

Solidified into standard 200 litre steel drums, 1 m3
concrete mould, or other suitable container. Low
activity resin may be filled into container without
solidifying. Generally transported and emplaced in
repository in larger containers.

Repository:

SFR-3.

Disposal volume:

= 6 000 - 8 000 tonnes.
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Regulatory concerns:

Same as for similar waste arising from maintenance
during the operational period. Special attention must be
focused on the possible presence of complex-forming
chemicals in the waste.

1.9.9 Very Low Level Trash (type I)
Materials and components: Essentially burnable and compressible material such as
paper, plastics, textiles and wood, and some nonburnable material such as scrap metal, insulation
materials, cables, rubber etc.
Activity:

The average activity of a waste package (1 m3) is
limited to 300 kBq/kg of radionuclides with a halflife
longer than 5 years. The surface dose rate of a waste
package shall not exceed 0.5 mSv/h. The oc-activity shall
not exceed 0.1% of the total activity. Totally about
1 TBq.

Quantity:

» 3 300 tonnes.

Packaging:

Compressible waste packed and emplaced in plastic.
Incompressible waste packed and emplaced in steel
drums or boxes or in standard containers.

Repository:

Shallow ground burial at the sites.

Disposal volume:

« 11 000 m3.

Regulatory concerns:

Same as for the reactor operation waste buried today
(licenses issued by SSI).

1.9.10 Declassified Waste of Very Low Activity (type J)
Materials and components: Generally same types as 1.9.6, 1.9.7 and 1.9.9, but with
lower activity, plus concrete with very low contamination.
Activity:

(Limits on specific activities are given in SSI FS 1989:3
but may not apply to decommissioning waste).
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Quantity:

Not estimated.

Packaging:

Generally no packaging unless convenient for handling.

Repository:

Private or municipal waste dump.

Disposal volume:

Not estimated.

Regulatory concerns:

Declassification handled by SSI.

1.9.11 Declassified Waste for Recirculation (type K)
Materials and components: Miscellaneous equipment and materials (mainly metals)
attractive for reuse or recirculation.
Activity:

(Limits on specific activities are given in SSI FS 1989:3
but may not apply to decommissioning waste).

Quantity:

Included in estimate of Type L waste.

Packaging:

As convenient for handling.

Repository:

Not relevant.

Disposal volume:

Not relevant.

Regulatory concerns:

Regulated in SSI FS 1989:3, or handled case by case.

1.9.12 Non-active Materials (type L)
Materials and components: Miscellaneous equipment and materials, steel, metals,
insulation, cables and cable trays. Significant quantities
of concrete rubbles and other building materials.
Activity:

Natural background.

Quantity:

= 115 000 tonnes (strongly dependent on the cost/
benefit at the time of decommissioning). Estimate
includes Type K waste. Concrete and other building
materials are not included.
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Packaging:

As convenient for transportation - if not shipped as bulk
material.

Repository:

Not relevant.

Disposal volume:

Not relevant.

Regulatory concerns:

Definition of this waste type will be as determined by
the authorities.

1.9.13 Summation of Waste Quantities and Disposal Volumes
Waste designated for disposal in SFR-3 or SFL
Type

Quantity
tonnes

Description

Disp.vol
m3

A

Medium level activated steel

1 500

3 000

B

Low level activated steel

5 800

7 000

C

Medium level activated concrete

1 200

1 800

D

Low level activated and contaminated
concrete and sand

16 500

22 000

E

Medium level contaminated steel

3 500

5 000

F

Low level contaminated steel

34 000

50 000

G

Low and medium level contaminated
plastics, textiles, paper, mineral wool,
copper, small tools, etc.

1 000

4 500

H

Low and medium level secondary waste

5 000

7 000

68 500

100 300

Total waste to SFR or SFL

Waste fulfilling requirements for shallow ground burial
Type
I

Description
Very low level trash

Quantity
tonnes

Disp. vol.
m3

3 300

11 000
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Waste fulfilling requirements for declassification "
Type

Description

Quantity
tonnes

Disp. vol.
m3

J

Waste that can be
disposed on private or
municipal waste dump

No estimate

No estimate

Equipment and
materials for reuse or
recirculation

not waste

not waste

Non-active material

1.10

some waste, some
re-usable

Regulatory Concerns
As concluded in the previous sections, there are many similarities between the
radioactive waste produced by reactor operations and the waste arising from the
decommissioning and removal of the nuclear power plants. In addition, the waste except waste of very low activity - will be deposited in the same repository, the SFR.
We see therefore no reasons why the basic regulatory requirements applicable to the
decommissioning waste should be different from the requirements presently valid for
reactor waste. The new (revised) SKI/SSI criteria 131 for waste to be deposited in
SFR-1 should also serve as a guide for the future criteria that will be developed for
the decommissioning waste intended to be emplaced in SFR-3.
Three major groups of decommissioning waste have been identified:
1.
2.
3.

Activated and contaminated steel
Activated and contaminated concrete
Secondary waste

Group 1 represent more than 99% of the total activity and about 66% by weight,
group 2 represent less than 0.02% of the activity and about 26% by weight, and group
3 less than 0.05 % by activity and about 7% by weight.

Criteria for declassification of large volumes of decommissioning waste have so far not been
established. Criteria for declassification may influence estimated quantity and disposal volume
for low level waste.
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Regulatory concern should for a number of reasons be concentrated on these three
groups.
Group 1 includes a few reactor internals with very high contents of Co-60. The strong
Y-radiation from these components makes it doubtful if they can be handled in the
SFR-3, and a temporary storage in CLAB is likely. From a disposal point of view,
the high Co-60 contents of these components are, however, not considered critical.
The reason for this is the short halflife of Co-60, and the fact that the activity is bound
in the material and is not readily available for release. On the other hand, these
components also have relatively high contents of very Ionglived radionuclides, e.g.
Ni-59 and Ni-63, Tc-99, Nb-94, and C-14. In addition, the heat produced in these
internals may be so high that it could represent a disposal problem if disposed of
directly after removal from the plant.
Except for the reactor internals mentioned above, the components in group 1 have
moderate content of generally the same radionuclides.
Group 2 includes the activated concrete structure (incl. the steel reinforcement) of the
biological shield. As concrete is no standard product with respect to composition, this
waste will contain a number of "odd" radionuclides, some of those having extremely
long halflifes.
Measurement of the radionuclide inventory of this waste is therefore of particular
importance.
The residual waste in group 2 primarily consist of contaminated concrete rubble,
roughly containing the same radionuclides as the waste of group 1.
Group 3 primarily consists of filter sludge and spent ion exchange resin from the
normal clean-up systems. These systems will also be used during decommissioning
operations for decontamination of process systems and building surfaces. This waste
is almost identical to such waste produced during reactor operation.
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Statens strålskyddsinstituts
författningssamling

IBIBIB
Sfil

ISSN 0347-5468

SSI FS 1989:3
Statens strålskyddsinstituts föreskrifter avseende utför- sakbeteckning
sel från zonindelat område vid kärntekniska anläggning- u
ar av gods för fri användning eller deponering som avfall utkom frän trycket
den 18 januari 1990
beslutade den 18 december 1989.
Statens strålskyddsinstitut föreskriver med stöd av 7 och 8 §§ strålskyddsförordningen (1988:293) följande:
Definitioner
1 § För användning i dessa föreskrifter definieras följande begrepp:
Gods: Verktyg, komponenter, utrustningar, föremål, ämnen, material,
råvaror m. m.
Fri användning: Användning utanför zonindelat område och utan begränsningar av strålskyddsskäl.
Kontamination: Förorening med radioaktiva ämnen.
Kärnteknisk anläggning: Enligt definitionen i lagen (1984:3) om kärnteknisk verksamhet.
Zonindelat område: Av strålskyddsskäl särskilt markerat och övervakat
område, till vilket tillträde är reglerat enligt särskild instruktion.
Tillämpning
2 § Dessa föreskrifter är tillämpliga vid samtliga kärntekniska anläggningar i Sverige, dock gäller ej 14-18 §§, som behandlar deponering av
avfall på egen byggtipp eller kommunalt avfallsupplag, för sådana kärntekniska anläggningar, vid vilka huvudsakligen uranhaltiga material hanteras.
För deponering av avfall från sådana anläggningar utfärdar strålskyddsinstitutet särskilda föreskrifter.
3 § Föreskrifterna reglerar utförsel av gods från zonindelat område för
fi i användning eller deponering som avfall.
Anm 1: Införsel av gods till zonindelat område skall begränsas till att
omfatta endast sådant som är nödvändigt.
Anm 2: Utöver dessa bestämmelser kan begränsningar enligt andra
författningar, t. ex. lagen om transport av farligt gods, vara
tillämpliga.
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4 § Föreskrifterna omfattar inte sådant gods, som efter utförsel från
zonindelat område:
a) skall lagras som radioaktivt material och/eller även fortsättningsvis
användas endast på zonindelat område, varvid särskilt tillstånd enligt
strålskyddslagen (1988:220) eller lagen (1984:3) om kärnteknisk verksamhet Finns för sådan lagring eller användning.
b) skall genomgå behandling (reparation, service m. m.) i verkstad eller
liknande, varefter godset åter skall användas på zonindelat område.
5 § Föreskrifterna omfattar inte utrustning, som innehåller slutna strålkällor.
Anm: För slutna strålkällor krävs särskilt tillstånd enligt strålskyddslagen (1988:220).
Förbehandling
6 § Gods skall före utförsel från zonindelat område:
a) i erforderlig utsträckning rengöras med lämplig metod
b) efter eventuell rengöring avmätas på alla åtkomliga ytor med lämpligt strålskyddsinstrument avseende förekomsten av kontamination.
7 § På ytor, som inte är åtkomliga for direkt mätning med strålskyddsinstrument, skall där så är möjligt stickprovsvisa strykprover tas med minst
ett prov per sådan yta.
8 § Mätning enligt 6 och 7 §§ skall utföras av behörig personal. Särskild
instruktion som reglerar hur mätningarna skall utföras och dokumenteras
skall tillställas strålskyddsinstitutet för kännedom. Anläggningsinnehavarna skall göra sådana stickprovsvisa detaljkontroller att det är möjligt att
uppskatta mängden material uppdelat på olika huvudkategorier, som förs
ut från zonindelat område samt aktivitetsinnehållet i detta.
Aktivitetsgränser
9 § Ytkontaminationen på gods får vid utförsel från zonindelat område
ej överstiga:
a) 40 kBq/m2 beräknat som medelvärde över en area på 0,01 m2 sammanlagt för beta- och gammastrålande nuklider eller 400 kBq/m2 om den
kontaminerade arean ej överstiger 0,001 m2.
b) 4 kBq/m2 beräknat som medelvärde över en area på 0,01 m2 för
alfastrålande nuklider eller 40 kBq/m2 om den kontaminerade arean ej
överstiger 0,001 m2.
Anm: Kontroll av alfastrålande nuklider behöver ej ske om det på annat
sätt kan styrkas att alfakontamination är mycket osannolik.

2

10 § Gods får vid utförsel från zonindelat område, utöver de halter av
naturlig aktivitet som förekommer i motsvarande gods utanför kärnteknisk anläggning, ej innehålla aktivitet överstigande 100 Bq/kg.
Anm 1: Massaktivitetskoncentrationen, 100 Bq/kg, avser att i första
hand begränsa aktiviteten i material, som efter t. ex. smältning
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kan återanvändas i nya produkter. Gränsvärdet behöver ej
tillämpas på varje enskilt föremål som förs ut t.ex. enstaka
verktyg. Dock skall även i sådana fall ytkontaminationsgränserna i 9 § alltid iakttagas.
Anm 2: Vid utförsel for deponering som avfall på egen byggtipp eller
kommunalt avfallsupplag gäller dock bestämmelserna i 14 § vad
avser massaktivitets-koncentrationer.

S S I F S 1989:3

Utförsel för deponering som avfall
11 § För gods, som efter utförsel från zonindelat område skall deponeras
på egen byggtipp eller kommunalt avfallsupplag utan begränsningar av
strålskyddsskäl är utöver ovanstående 12—18 §§ nedan tillämpliga.
Anm: För deponering på byggtipp eller kommunalt avfallsupplag gäller
även begränsningar enligt andra lagar än strålskyddslagen.
12 § Gods som förs ut från zonindelat område får ej vara attraktivt för
direkt återanvändning. Bruksföremål skall före deponering deformeras så
att deras funktion inte längre kan uppfyllas.
13 § Stora mängder metall skall i första hand omhändertas för återanvändning.
14 § Gods far vid utförsel från zonindelat område för deponering som
avfall på egen byggtipp eller kommunalt avfallsupplag, utöver de halter av
naturlig aktivitet som förekommer i motsvarande gods utanför kärnteknisk anläggning, ej innehålla aktivitet överstigande 5 kBq/kg av beta- och
gammastrålande nuklider och 0,5 kBq/kg av alfastrålande nuklider.
15 § Från samtliga kärntekniska anläggningar lokaliserade på en och
samma ort får den totala aktivitetsmängden, som på detta sätt förs ut för
deponering, ej överstiga 1 GBq/år.
16 § Aktiviteten skall vara bestämd genom nuklidspecifika mätningar.
Mätproceduren skall finnas dokumenterad i en instruktion som skall tillställas strålskyddsinstitutet för kännedom.
Anm: Endast i de fall att signifikanta mängder alfastrålande ämnen har
hanterats i den kärntekniska anläggningen eller frigjorts t. ex. i
samband med bränsleskador i en reaktor behöver specifika alfamätningar göras. Även sådana kompletterande insatser (mätningar, utvärderingar m.m.) skall anmälas till strålskyddsinstitutet.
17 § Mätningar enligt 16 § skall protokollföras.
18 § Varje kärnteknisk anläggning, som deponerat avfall enligt dessa
föreskrifter, skall före februari månads utgång nästföljande år till strålskyddsinstitutet inlämna en rapport om detta. Även deponeringar, som
skett enligt särskilda tillstånd, skall rapporteras. Rapporteringen skall för
varje deponeringstillfälle innehålla följande uppgifter:
- Deponeringsplats
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- Tidpunkt
— Totalt deponerad mängd
— I avfallet ingående radionuklider och deras aktivitet.
Av rapporten skall framgå vilka deponeringar, som skett med stöd av
dessa föreskrifter.
övrig utförsel
19 § Om utförsel av gods från zonindelat område inte kan ske i enlighet
med dessa föreskrifter kan strålskyddsinstitutet efter ansökan göra en
särskild prövning i varje enskilt fall.
Denna författning träder i kraft fyra veckor efter den dag då författningen enligt uppgift på den utkom från trycket i statens strålskyddsinstituts
författningssamling.
För styrelsen för statens strålskyddsinstitut
GUNNAR BENGTSSON
Curt Bergman

Norstedts Tryckeri. Stockholm 1990
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2.1

General

1

This part of the report discusses requirements which the authorities should specify
with regard to documentation on the radioactive waste arising from decommissioning
and removal of nuclear power plants. These requirements will be discussed on basis
of the requirements for documentation on reactor waste being in force today, and the
comparison of waste types from reactor operation with wastes from decommissioning
made in Part 1 of the report.

2.2

Documentation Required for Reactor Waste

2.2.1

Waste Intended to be Deposited
The guidelines of the authorities,
waste intended to be deposited in
Based on the practical experience
years, the guide has recently been

in SFR-1*
SKI" and SSI"*, as to criteria for acceptance of
SFR-1 were first specified in III, issued in 1987.
from use of these guidelines during the last three
revised, 111.

According to the guide, 111, the documentation on waste intended to be deposited in
SFR-1 shall primarily fulfil the following purposes:
Constitute a basis for the authorities' evaluation of the
suitability for disposal.
Serve as a support for the authorities in their follow-up of the
activities at the repository, and form a basis for approval of
transportation and emplacement of the waste.
Constitute a background for decisions on counter-measures in case
of unplanned events.

SFR-1: Repository for Reactor Waste at Forsmark (in operation)
SKI:
Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate
SSI:
Swedish Radiation Protection Institute
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And last, but not least
Describe and specify the waste to be deposited. The description
shall be sufficiently detailed to serve as a basis for future
evaluations of the safety of the repository.
The criteria for acceptance as specified in 111 provide detailed guidance and
requirements for the documentation which the waste producers shall provide in order
to obtain approval from the authorities for transportation and emplacement of the
waste in the repository. An unauthorized translation of the "List of Contents for Type
Descriptions for Waste Intended to be Disposed of in SFR-1" as specified in 111 is
shown in Attachment B.
2.2.2 Waste to be Buried On-site
For waste to be disposed of on-site by shallow ground burial, the requirements for
documentation are less stringent than for the waste to be deposited in SFR-1, a natural
consequence of the much lower activity.
Still, the activity contents of the waste
packages shall be measured, registered and reported in accordance with the rules
applicable to the Waste Register.
After burial, these data shall be transferred from
the Stored Waste Register to the Register for Disposed Waste. The further details are
regulated directly between the authorities (SSI, SKI) and the waste producers
(Forsmark, Oskarshamn, Ringhals, CLAB*, and Studsvik), 131.
2.2.3 Waste to be Deposited on a Municipal or Private Waste Dump
Disposal of this type of waste is regulated in SSI FS 1989:3,141. The activity of such
waste shall be determined through nuclide-specific measurement methods approved
by SSI. The measurements shall be documented and the results registered."
2.2.4 Materials Declassified for Re-use or Recirculation
Handling of this type of "waste" is also regulated in SSI FS 1989:3. The surface
contamination shall be measured, and the methods and the results shall be registered."

CLAB: Central Storage for Spent Fuel (in operation)
Please note that the SSI FS 1989:3 was not intended to cover the large volumes of
decommissioning waste. For further details, see Part 1, section 1.4 and Attachment A.
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Documentation Required for Decommissioning Waste
As pointed out in Part 1 of this report, there are many similarities between the waste
from reactor operations and the waste arising from dismantling and removal of
decommissioned nuclear power plants. It seems therefore natural to apply the same
criteria and recommendations to decommissioning waste as those presently applicable
to reactor waste. This is certainly true also with respect to documentation, and it is
strongly recommended that the documentation requirements on decommissioning waste
are made identical, or at least similar, to the documentation requirements for reactor
operations waste in force today.

2.3.1 SFR-type Waste
Significant quantities of decommissioning waste are similar to, and are packed in the
same way as major parts of the reactor waste. Documentation on such decommissioning waste to be deposited in SFR-3* should be made in the form of Type
Descriptions. These descriptions should be similar to those presently being made out
for reactor waste. The generic list of contents for the Type Description as specified
in 121 is shown (in an unofficial English translation) in Attachment B.
Not all decommissioning waste can be covered by Type Descriptions. In particular
will a number of large pieces of equipment be disposed of in SFR-3 as whole items
without packaging. These items should be treated and documented as Special Items
as is done today for certain atypical waste items, e.g. equipment and piping removed
from the plants during maintenance or modification. (Ref. 121 also contains guidance
for documentation on such waste items.)
The decommissioning waste should also be documented in the Waste Register in the
same manner as reactor waste is registered today.
These recommendations are also applicable to waste that may temporarily be stored
in CLAB, and which, eventually, may be deposited either in SFR-3 or in the future
repository for longlived waste, SFL.
2.3.2 Waste Suitable for Shallow Ground Burial or Landfill
It is assumed that low level decommissioning waste could be disposed of by shallow
ground burial at the site, and/or at a municipal or private waste dump or landfill. If
these disposal alternatives are considered acceptable, the same documentation
requirements as referenced above (sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3) should apply.
SFR-3: Repository for Decommissioning Waste (planned).
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In this context, we should like to draw the attention to the possibility of using the
subterranean parts of the reactor buildings as repositories as discussed in Part 1 of this
report (section 1.6). Such repositories would appear as an improved version of the
shallow ground burial, but still inferior to the SFR. We find it difficult to suggest any
specific documentation requirement for waste that may possibly be disposed of in this
manner without a preceding discussion on types of waste and activity limits relevant
for such disposal. For several types of decommissioning waste that could be
considered for such disposal, the same documentation as for shallow ground burial
may be sufficient.
2.3.3

Materials to be Declassified for Unlimited Use
Considerable quantities of equipment and materials from the decommissioned nuclear
power plants will be available - and attractive - for reuse or recirculation when the
plants are dismantled. Criteria for declassification are given - on a generic basis
- in SSI SF 1989:3.
SSI FS 1989:3 does, however, not contain precise specifications on documentation,
except that surface contamination shall be measured by a documented and approved
method, and the results shall be registered and reported to SSI.
With the present very low limits for declassification of materials we see no reason to
apply stricter rules for documentation than those in force today. If, however, these
limits are raised, or if a new class of "waste" material for limited or controlled re-use
is established, minor modification of the documentation requirements may have to be
considered.

2.4

Concluding Remarks
As pointed out in this report, there are no significant differences between the waste
from reactor operations and the waste arising from dismantling of the same nuclear
plants. All types of decommissioning waste find their parallels among the operational
waste types, only the volumes of the individual waste types differ. Hence there are
no heavy arguments for establishing a new and different set of requirements for
documentation on decommissioning waste, the requirements in force today ought to
be fully satisfactory. It is then, of course, taken for granted that today's rules are
revised and updated or amended in accordance with the experience gained.
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Attachment B is an unauthorized translation of the List of Contents for
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS FOR WASTE INTENDED TO BE DISPOSED OF IN SFR-1
as specified by SKI/SSI in ref. 121.
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A.

FUTURE USE OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SITES

A.l

General
The requirements and precautions applicable to sites of decommissioned nuclear power
plants in order to permit the sites to be utilized for any other purpose is, at least to
some extent, depending on the future use of the sites.
This Appendix to the report discusses briefly possible future uses of the four nuclear
power plant sites after decommissioning of the plants.
For all alternative uses of the sites (except one), it is assumed that the nuclear reactors
and other specific nuclear installations are totally removed and that all materials
classified as radioactive are removed from the site for disposal in SFR or SFL, or
disposed of onsite in a controlled and approved manner (low level waste only).

A.2

Alternatives for Future Use of the Nuclear Sites
How the nuclear power plant sites will be utilized in the future is pure guessing, and
may be different for each individual site. Among the options are:
continued power production
industry with high consumption of electric energy
other industry
housing
recreation
museum
When considering these alternatives, a few points should be kept in mind:
The nuclear sites (with the exception of Barsebäck) were all chosen in areas
with low population density.
The localization of the nuclear power plants was for all plants aimed to
stimulate the economic activity in the area.
Even if the nuclear plants and structures are totally removed, the questions
related to the low level waste buried on the sites remain. Removal of the
buried low level waste is impractical and not very likely, hence certain
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restrictions and control of the disposal areas will remain for some decades (until 2050
as presently foreseen).
Some of the buildings and other facilities may be left intact or modified for
other application.
The options for future use of the sites will be briefly discussed in the following.
A.2.1 Electric Power Generation
Decommissioning of the 12 nuclear power plants will deprive the Swedish utilities of
almost half of their electric power generation capacity (reference year 1990). Although there are signs that the energy consumption is stabilizing, a replacement of the
nuclear power production capacity will most likely be needed, probably in addition to
new capacity required to cover an increase in electric energy consumption. The
nuclear power plant sites are very likely candidates for location of new electric power
production as the infrastructure is already established. Power lines, switch yards and
transformers, cooling water structures, roads, harbour, workshops, offices and other
supporting facilities can be taken over to the extent that these facilities are still in
satisfying conditions. Even skilled power plant personnel from the nuclear plant may
be employed at a new power facility.
The gas turbine plants, forming separate power facilities, partly serving as support for
the nuclear plant, partly serving as reserves during peak load periods, may still be
useful after decommissioning of the nuclear power plant.
Occasionally it has been suggested that the turbine islands of the nuclear plants could
be adapted to receive steam from a fossil fired boiler. This is, however, not very
likely. The "nuclear" steam turbines are designed and built for low quality wet
steam, and the plants have therefore low thermal efficiencies (around 34%) compared
to modern turbines for dry, high pressure steam, or power plants utilizing
combinations of gas turbines and steam turbines, so called combined plants with
thermal efficiencies of more than 50%.
The big question: whether or not fossil fired power plants will be built, is of course
related to the decision of the parliament, that releases that are harmful to the
environment should be reduced or at least stabilized at the present level. This includes
emission of C0 2 , and this limitation would, if adhered to, prohibit the construction of
any large scale fossil fired power plant. Still, exemptions may be given for gas fired
power plants because the releases of C0 2 (and other pollutions as well) will be
SCANDPOWER A/S
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significantly less than for the other alternatives, coal and oil. Already today, gas
pipelines are passing closeby at Barsebäck and Ringhals, while Oskarshamn and
Forsmark are less likely to see any large, gas fired power plant - except, of course, if
the proposed gas pipeline from the Soviet Union via Finland becomes a reality. In
that case also the Forsmark site may come into consideration for a gas fired power
plant.
Power plants fired with biomasses may be an alternative, but then with a much smaller
capacity than the nuclear plants now in operation.
A.2.2 Energy Intensive Industry
By reversing the energy flow in the power transmission lines, the nuclear sites could
appear attractive to industry with a high consumption of electrical energy. However,
after decommissioning of all the nuclear power plants (and no new ones built),
electrical energy will be both scarce and expensive. We do not see any possibility
for this type of industry to be competitive with such industry in other countries with
plentiful supply of cheaper electric energy from hydropower or nuclear power. Hence,
the establishment of new power intensive industry after decommissioning of the
nuclear power plants is considered very unlikely.
A.2.3 Other Industry
Establishment of other types of industry at the abandoned nuclear sites is a more
realistic possibility. Such industry could benefit significantly from the established
infrastructure, and might even utilize some of the (non-active) facilities of the nuclear
power plant.
The establishment of industry may even motivate the co-location of a small or
medium size plant for combined supply of electric and thermal energy to the industry.
A.2.4 Housing
Most of the nuclear sites offer attractive environments for house building. However,
after decommissioning of the nuclear power plants, there will most likely be a surplus
of residences and lower employment in the area, hence there will be little need of new
housing, maybe with the exception of Barsebäck which is located fairly close to
Malmö, Helsingborg and Lund, permitting pendling to jobs in these cities.
Utilization of the area for housing could also be combined with power and heat
generation, at least at a smaller scale.
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A planning incorporating housebuilding on the sites is, however, not considered a
realistic option, at least not for the next 50 or 100 years.
A.2.5 Recreation
Disregarding the investments made to develop the nuclear power plant sites for
industrial application, an inviting use of these sites is for recreational purposes. All
four sites appear to be very attractive areas for recreational activities, e.g. bathing,
sailing and fishing. On the other hand, use of the area for recreation will also mean
that only very few of the existing installations will be useful (e.g. hotel/guesthouse,
cooling water canals, harbour, exhibition building), and all the remaining visible
structures must be removed.
This option may be as remote as the housebuilding option.
A.2.6 Museum
Finally one should not forget that the nuclear plants certainly do have a historic value.
The design, construction and operation of these plants have, indeed, been a major
technological achievement that ought to be preserved for future generations. It should
definitely be considered to use one or two of the plants (e.g. a BWR and a PWR) as
a museum. This application could very well be combined with almost any other
future use of the plant site.

A.3

Site Release Criteria
Criteria for the unconditional release of a nuclear power plant site have not yet been
established, neither in Sweden nor in any other country.

A.3.1 Experience from Shippingport
The only case where a commercial nuclear power plant (although small) has been
decommissioned and removed, and the site released as a "green field", is the
Shippingport plant In that case the US Department of Energy required that a future
resident, building his home on the site, with a garden and livestock, and using water
from an onsite well, should receive a radiation dose from any residual contamination
that did not exceed 1 mSv per person per year, III, 111. Further the ALARA principle
should apply.
On basis of these requirements, the decommissioning operations contractor (General
Electric) planned to set, as a target, an annual dose to this (hypothetical) future
resident of 0.035 mSv per year. It was calculated that this low dose could be
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achieved at a cost of less than $30 000, relative to the cost of just fulfilling the basic
requirement of 1 mSv.
The US NRC has later, partly as a result of the Shippingport experience, suggested
that in future commercial decommissioning projects, the exposure limit at a "green
field" should be set at 0.1 mSv per person per year, 111.
A.3.2 Site Declassification in Sweden
As mentioned above, no criteria for declassification of a nuclear site have been
developed in Sweden. However, SSI has calculated the maximum annual doses to
individuals from the low level waste burial site at Svalören at Forsmark after
termination of the institutional control in 2050, I'M. A number of scenarios have been
selected for these calculations. In one of the scenarios, SSI calculates the dose to an
individual from one year's consumption of potatoes and vegetables grown on top of
the burial site, assuming that none of the radioactivity has leached from the burial site.
The dose was calculated to be -0.05 mSv.
SSI states that none of the calculated individual doses are found unacceptable. It is
interesting to note that the dose calculated by SSI is not very different from the limit
of 0.1 mSv suggested by NRC. It is tempting to assume, that an annual dose of this
order of magnitude might be considered as a guide-value for declassification and
release for unlimited use of a former nuclear site.
In addition to a dose limit, it may also be necessary to specify a limit as to the
inventory of radionuclides remaining within (or below) the site.
Now, declassification of a nuclear site does not necessarily mean that the site should
be released for unlimited use. Some of the site-uses discussed in section A.2 will
entail continued control of the access, at least to certain areas. The possible influence
of the site-use on the acceptance limit for declassification is briefly discussed.
Electric power generation: Construction of new power generating capacity at any
of the sites would most probably mean that the ownership of the site (and of the new
plant) will remain unchanged. It also means that the control of access to the plant area
will be maintained. This will ease the question of the radioactive waste buried at the
site, as the responsibility of the repository will remain with the same organization.
In addition, the shallow ground repository is located in the outskirts of the sites,
posing no significant draw-back for utilization of the main area. But more interesting:
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continuation of the ownership will probably make it easier to use the underground
structures of the reactor buildings as a waste repository, e.g. for low active concrete
rubble.
Energy intensive industry: It is assumed that such plant essentially will utilize the
whole site area, leaving the site with one owner only. Also for this type of plant, a
certain access control will be maintained. The presence of the buried low level waste
remaining under institutional control for a few decennia is not considered as a problem
for such industry, as only a small area at the outskirts of the site is affected. Whether
a low level waste repository in the underground structures can be accepted is, at least
partly, a question of plant lay-out and total site utilization.
Other industry: "Other industry" opens for a lot of different possibilities. If "other
industry" means one, large plant, in principle utilizing and occupying the whole site,
the situation will be the same as for an energy intensive industrial complex. But it
might as well imply that a number of different activities will be established at the site,
and that the ownership will be divided on several hands. Still, the buried low level
waste will remain under institutional control for some decades, and that part of the site
will probably remain the property of Vattenfall (if the ownership (and responsibility)
is not transferred to SKB, the local community or a similar body). Stricter criteria may
apply to an underground structure repository (if established).
Housing and recreation: The problems are to some extent the same as for "other
(small) industry". But the psychological problems will most probably be dominating.
Who would like to live on a radioactive waste dump? or who would like to use a
radioactive mound for recreation? For most people there is little consolation in the fact
that the risk is practically non-existing. Neither of these alternatives are considered
likely in the near future.
A.4

Concluding Remarks
Many parameters must be taken into consideration when considering the future use of
the nuclear power plant sites when the reactors are finally shut down and
decommissioned. The three most important factors are believed to be
Economy
Public acceptance
Radiation protection aspects
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Economy is, of course, a very strong factor. It can be assumed that the cost of
decommissioning and removal of the nuclear plants is secured through the funds
established by the special tax on electrical power produced by nuclear power. The
economic factor is thus dependent on cost/benefit analyses of the potential investments. Based on the situation and the conditions of today, it seems clear that new
power generation facilities would be strong candidates for a future site use. The
disapproval of nuclear power and the limitations on the release of C0 2 and other
combustion gases do, however, form an effective barrier against such use.
The public acceptance has two elements. One is acceptance of the nuclear sites as
declassified areas, even after removal of the existing plants and approval of the
clean-up by the authorities, ("Who wants to live or work on tlie radioactive ruins with
a radioactive waste mound in the back-yard?"). The other element is acceptance of
the new activity. A very preliminary planning of a fossil (coal) fired power plant at
Ringhals did cause strong protests both from the local population and from
environmentalists.
Clearly, economy and acceptance are elements buried in deep uncertainty, at least
today. A reasonable and meaningful discussion of these factors is therefore not
realistic today, and is fortunately not the major purpose of this report, which primarily
emphasizes the third factor: the radiation protection aspect. This factor is elaborated
in the following.
As mentioned earlier, there are certain ideas of utilizing the subterranean parts of some
of the reactor buildings as repositories for low level decommissioning waste. This
would automatically lead to a need of institutional control for some decades.
Depending on the future use of the site, such deposition may, or may not, be a
complication. At least for some of the site applications discussed above, the presence
of a deep concrete structure containing low level radioactive waste would have only
very limited consequences.
Although the present plans for shallow ground burial of low level waste includes only
operational waste from the nuclear power plants, shallow ground burial may still be
an option for deposition of some of the low level decommissioning waste. Continued
use of the burial ground during the decommissioning period may lead to an extention
of the institutional control period.
Rules for the onsite burial of low level radioactive waste from reactor operation have
been established by SSI, and deposition of reactor waste is taking place, at
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Oskarshamn, at Forsmark and at Ringhals. In addition to criteria for the waste to be
buried, the rules stipulate that the burial grounds shall remain under institutional
control until 2050 (i.e. 40 years after shut down of the last nuclear plant). After 40
years the waste is considered to present no risk to the public, and the institutional
control can be terminated. The institutional control shall essentially prevent digging
or any other intrusion into the waste mound, ensure control and, if necessary, remedy
of a possible erosion or other damage of the mound.
The annual dose (after 2050) to an individual consuming potatoes and vegetables
grown on top of the deposit is calculated to be maximum 0.05 mSv. SSI has stated
that this dose is "not unacceptable".
This dose compares well with the suggestion aired by US NRC, that in future
commercial decommissioning projects, the exposure limit at a "green field" should be
set at 0.1 mSv per person per year.
Hence, it may be assumed that a dose limit of this order of magnitude (-0.05 to
0.1 mSv per person per year) would be reasonable as a criteria for declassification of
a nuclear site and release of the site for unrestricted use.
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